Organisms are faced with the challenge of making inferences about the physical world from incomplete 7 incoming sensory information. One strategy to combat ambiguity in this process is to combine new infor-8 mation with prior experiences. We investigated the strategy of combining these information sources in color 9 vision. Single cones in human subjects were stimulated and the associated percepts were recorded. Subjects 10 rated each flash for brightness, hue and saturation. Brightness ratings were proportional to stimulus inten-11 sity. Saturation was independent of intensity, but varied between cones. Hue, in contrast, was assigned in a 12 stereotyped manner that was predicted by cone type. These experiments revealed that long (L) and middle 13 (M) wavelength sensitive cones produce sensations that can be reliably distinguished on the basis of hue, but 14 not saturation or brightness. Together, our observations support the notion that color mechanisms near the 15 fovea contain sufficient spatial resolution to produce hue sensations in accordance with each cone's spectral 16 type.
: Targeting light to individual cones. A. Left: Delivery locations of 5 cones. The location of the stimulus was recovered on each frame of each trial (15 frames, 500 ms) and recorded. Contours indicate that delivery locations were concentrated at cone centers. Rods were pseudo-colored purple to distinguish them from cones (the larger cells). Middle: 3 x 3 pixel stimulus convolved with a near diffraction limited PSF (6.5 mm pupil with 0.05 diopters of defocus (Harmening et al., 2014) ). Right: density profile of light capture in each cone computed by summing the PSF * stimulus at each delivery location. For both Left and Right plots contours encompass 50, 80 and 90% of delivered light from smallest to largest. Scale bar = 2 arcmin.
B. Estimated percentage of light captured by the targeted cone (black circles) and its nearest neighbor (red circles) during each trial. Light spread was modeled as described in A and each cone aperture was assumed to be Gaussian (MacLeod et al., 1992) . within a single class. In both cases, the data were fit with a Weibull function, Φ, defined as:
In this parameterization of the Weibull function, g represented the performance expected during blank 174 trials (set to 0.03 here), t was the threshold and a was the proportion correct that defined the threshold 175 (here a = 0.5). The slope of the function was defined by b. Model parameters were fit to the data using a 176 maximum likelihood routine. Only t and b were treated as free parameters.
177
For analysis of hue and saturation, responses were converted into a uniform appearance diagram (UAD)
178
( Gordon et al., 1994; Abramov et al., 2009) with pure white responses (5 white button presses; angle = undefined) were excluded from this analysis.
185
Previously, we reported that the mean color reported on trials that targeted L-cones was statistically 186 different than M-cone trials (Sabesan et al., 2016) . Here, we sought to quantify the magnitude of this effect 187 using the more subtle scaling procedure. Statistical analysis of the subjects ability to distinguish an L-versus 188 M-cone trial was analyzed with two statistical methods. Firstly, d-prime (d') was computed:
µL and µM were the mean hue angles for L-and M-cones, respectively. 95% confidence intervals were 190 computed with a bootstrap procedure. Hue angle data was re-sampled with replacement 10,000 times and a 191 distribution of d' were computed from each re-sampled data set.
192
As a second means of assessing the ability of subjects to distinguish cone type based on appearance, the 193 likelihood that a given cone contained L-photopigment given a mean hue angle was computed according to 194 Bayes theorem:
where p(L) was the prior expectation that an L-cone was stimulated. p(L) was set according to the the subject rated brightness on a scale from 0 to 5 and data were fit according to Steven's Law (Eq. 7). A brightness rating greater than zero indicated the trial was seen. C. Frequency of seeing data were fit with Weibull functions (Eq. 1). D. Subjects additionally reported the hue and saturation of the flash with a scaling procedure. The results from hue and saturation scaling from the five tested cones are plotted in a uniform appearance diagram (Abramov et al., 2009; Gordon et al., 1994) . Each cone was tested at three intensities.
Colors denote cone type (green = M-cones, red = L-cones.)
The cone mosaics and position of targeted cones from the three subjects are plotted in Figure 3 . The 216 location of targeted cones are indicated by the presence of a pie chart. The colors in the pie chart represent 217 the percent each hue was reported during the scaling procedure. All three tested locations were between 1 218 and 2 degrees of eccentricity. The region targeted in S20053 was closest to the fovea (∼1 • ) and had the 219 highest cone density.
220

Influence of stimulus intensity on detection and brightness 221
Each cone was tested ten times at three different stimulus intensities specified in arbitrary units (1 a.u.
222
equaled the maximum value achievable in our system; ∼3.69 × 10 6 photons/flash) and 10% of trials were blanks. Frequency of seeing was computed from binarized brightness ratings (ratings above 0 were seen). Figure 4 reports the FoS across our three subjects. In S20053 and S20076, L-and M-cone thresholds (defined Brightness ratings from L-, M-and S-cones are displayed in Figure 4D -F. The three subjects in our study 245 exhibited similar gross reports of brightness ratings, which increased predictably with stimulus intensity. The 246 dependence of intensity I on perceived brightness, ψ, was modeled according to Steven's Law (Stevens, 1966, 247 1961):
where κ represents a scaling constant, I θ has been interpreted as a threshold (Stevens, 1961) . When n < 1 confirms that L-and M-cones trials could be discerned based on the hue sensation they generated. high 40 1.20 0.52-2.20 95 1.61 1.10-2.32 95% confidence intervals (CI) were computed with a bootstrap procedure.
317
We did not find a relationship between intensity and d' (Table 2) as one might expect if noise remained 318 constant as a stimulus intensity increased. However, in our paradigm, noise -i.e. above threshold stimulation 319 of neighboring cones -may increase with intensity. Delivery error, forward light scatter and any uncorrected the University of Rochester which is currently licensed to Boston Micromachines Corp (Watertown, MA,
